Foundation sizes

for plate display stands, stands with folded up side walls, or panel display stands

R50.1
Galvanized square steel
40 x 34 x 5

R75.1
Galvanized square steel
50 x 50 x 5

3000

1
2000

P95
Galvanized steel tube
Diameter 89 x 5,6

2

1000

Sleeve middle/middle (M)
0

R116.4
Galvanized steel tube
Diameter 89 x 5,6
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1000

2000

3000

4000

Height (H)

1
2

Height

Depth

800

900

800

800

700
150

Width
900

1,20 m3

800

1,02 m3

150

Depth (D)
Width (W)

Width (W)

Sleeve middle/middle is the measurement from the middle
of one stand tube to the middle of the other one.

The surface of the plate is decisive for the wind load.
We use steel stand tubes for bigger signs and
aluminium stand tubes for smaller ones.

To guarantee a better stability for bigger display stands,
we make two squares of concrete as foundation to get
as much weight on the stand as possible. We place the
stand tubes (made of steel or aluminium) in those
sleeves.

The statical calculation for the foundation was made for
the wind load 2, inland. For bigger zones, you can
increase the foundation measurements generously. The
foundations have to go all the way down to the depth of
frost penetration, that means at least 80 cm below the
top ground surface. The concrete strength should be at
least C20/25, XC2.

Flange assembly

Sleeve foundation assembly

for plate- , panel display stands,and display stands with folded up side walls

for plate-, panel display stands, and d.s. with folded up side walls

Stand pipe

Cement

Sand

700

PVC-Tube

Concrete
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Smaller steles, pylons and display stands with
a smaller wind load can also be installed with
ﬂange assembly. We recommend here to use
the MKT composite anchor V-P 12.

Encase PVC tubes with a Ø ca.150 mm and ca. 200 mm
(KR80) in concrete. Make the concrete foundation
according to the scale above. Place the stand pipe in the
PVC tube and ﬁll it up evenly with sand. The last 30-50
mm should be ﬁlled with cement to get a nice surface
layer. Sleeve assembly has in general a higher stability as
ﬂange assembly and because of that, it is preferable. If
there is any damage at the stand tube, you can change
the surface layer. When planning the system, it is important
to have a foundation in-depth of 0,7 meters.

